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Can't read Hebrew yet? It's for you! Want the translation in front of you, phrase by phrase? Want it

all, including an ArtScroll commentary? Want a Siddur to introduce your friends to Judaism? Want

illuminating essays on every part of the prayers? Want clear instructions as the prayers proceed?

Then this siddur is for you!This Siddur has the crisp, clean, creative ArtScroll typeface and layout.

The transliteration follows the Orthodox Union's phenomenally successful NCSY formula. The

translation is from and the commentary distills the best of ArtScroll's classic Siddur. New

introductory essays by Rabbi Benjamin Yudin exemplify his unique blend of scholarship and

warmth. This is a Siddur that belongs in every household and synagogue especially those with open

arms to people who are sincerely searching for their Jewish roots. With the Seif Edition Siddur in

their hands, no guests need ever feel like strangers in an Orthodox shul. See it. Try it. You'll want to

have it. And you should! Published in conjunction with The Orthodox Union. Translation and

commentary by Rabbi Nosson Scherman; Introductory essays by Rabbi Benjamin Yudin
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This Siddur is beautiful from the moment you take it out of the package. Once you open it, it's even

more amazing with the Interlinear Transliteration helps and commentary. The only disappointment I

had was not with this Siddur itself, but I failed to realize that this is an Ashkenaz Transliterated

Siddur, and not a Sefard. That, however, does not take away from what this Siddur deserves! It's

beautiful inside and out with Transliteration for those who are just learning Hebrew. Well worth the

investment!



Exactly what I was looking for. The right size, the right binding, the siddur, translation and

transliteration were in precisely the right places and with the exact right type size. The added

information was also exactly what I was looking for in order to be properly informed and trained.

Artscroll knocks it out of the park...again.

Ashkenazi book, but helpful nonetheless, as it still contains the original Hebrew inside. I was

planning to purchase a S'faradi siddur, but that's simply not all that necessary.

This is exactly what I wanted--although I noticed once I received it that it is nusach ashkenaz, which

would have been good to know earlier.

Very cool siddur. Only wish it came in a Sephardic transliteration but it was shipped within a day or

two, recieved inside of a week.

Everything about this book exceeded my expectations. My journey into learning Hebrew is just

beginning - and I do have access to other resources.Seeing the text in the two scripts; having

additional literary aids (e.g. The Ten Commandments with the trop or cantillation notes...); the

inclusion of verse by verse commentary; and of course being able to read the English in parallel - all

contribute to make this a superb study tool.

Beautiful Artscroll siddur. Orthodox, but even non-orthodox like myself can appreciate the beauty of

the words within. Every section has a preface as to why and how these prayers are said. Any Jew

can get something out of this siddur.

Great for those wanting to learn Hebrew while learning the traditional Jewish prayers. This version is

askahnaz (sorry for spelling if wrong) I personally use a Shaphardi (again) I have returns this and

gotten the full art scroll siddur. All the same this was great I was sorry I couldn't use it...
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